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South-Doyle High School Band Leadership 
  

Chain of Command: 
1. Director of Bands 
2. Professional Staff 
3. Drum Major 
4. Band Captain/s 
5. Other Student Leadership 

-Band Manager 
-Quartermaster 
-PRO/Historian 
-Librarian 

6. Band Members 
  
It is the responsibility of every marching member to listen, respect, and be subordinate to their 
Director of Bands, Professional Staff, and Student Leaders. Insubordination or disrespect will result in 
direct and prompt disciplinary action by the director. 
  
Student Leadership 
  
Leadership within the South-Doyle High School Band is a privilege bestowed upon those students 
whose actions and behavior have demonstrated a high standard of discipline, maturity and dedication 
to the success of the band. These students have made a commitment to help the band reach its 
highest potential. Student leaders are to assist the director and professional staff as requested and 
are expected to lead by example throughout the year. You will be expected to assist in conflict 
resolution with members of the band, or immediately pass the issue up the chain of command if you 
cannot resolve the conflict. Student leaders who demonstrate disrespect in any form or fail to meet 
the responsibilities described in the proceeding job descriptions will be stripped of their leadership 
position. It is the responsibility of all student leadership to maintain a clean band facility, including the 
rehearsal room, field, and equipment storage areas. Student leaders should take note of the following 
expectations: 
  
Lead by example. Not only does this let your specific section know what to do, it also demonstrates 
strong leadership. You were likely chosen for your playing or marching ability; pass your skills on by 
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providing a good example for others to follow. The words “can’t” and “won’t” are not a part of your 
vocabulary. 
  
Learn your music. As a leader, you are expected to know yours before everyone else. If you don’t 
know your music, how can you help others? 
  
Hold sectionals. Sectionals are the time when your section is the focus. Find the difficult passages 
and work on them with your section. Make sure your section knows exactly what they are trying to fix. 
If they don’t know what they are trying to fix, it likely won’t get better. Organize and run rehearsals 
outside of regular set rehearsals when possible, using the protocols set by the director or professional 
staff. 
  
Attendance. As a leader, you must be present at all rehearsals, performances, and scheduled 
events, unless permission is granted in advance by the director. 
  
Keep your section under control. This doesn’t mean order them around, but when they get out of 
hand, keep them accountable. If necessary, ask for help from the drum major, the band captains, 
other student leadership. As a last resort seek assistance from the director. Remember, rehearsal 
time is limited and essential to our success. Keep your section quiet and focused so they don’t miss 
important instruction. 
  

STUDENT LEADERSHIP JOB DESCRIPTIONS 
  
DRUM MAJOR 
  
The Drum Major of the SDHS Band will be held to the highest musical and behavioral standards. The 
drum major appointment is for one year only and the position will require an audition and interview 
each year, regardless of whether or not a student has held the position in a previous year. The Drum 
Major is the highest ranking student leader of the band and will provide leadership and training for a 
student leadership team consisting of Band Captains, Band Manager, Quartermaster, Public 
Relations Officer/Historian, and Librarian. The Drum Major will assist the director and the professional 
band staff in music, marching and drill instruction, and will be responsible for conducting the band 
during rehearsals and performances. The Drum Major is expected to understand the challenges 
faced by each section of the band through thorough study of the marching drill, choreography, and 
music that each band member is expected to perform. 
  
The Drum Major is responsible for esprit de corps within the ensemble and will work closely with the 
entire student leadership team to plan activities that will enhance rehearsal and performance aspects 
of the marching band experience for all members of our band family. The Drum Major, in conjunction 
with the director, will assign areas of responsibility to alleviate confusion and increase productivity. 
The Drum Major will organize and facilitate weekly meetings with the student leadership team to 

 
 



 
discuss any and all band issues. It is also the responsibility of the Drum Major, as it is with all student 
leadership, to maintain a clean band facility, including rehearsal room and field. After each activity the 
Drum Major should be the last to leave, doing a final sweep of the facility to maintain its cleanliness. 
  
The Drum Major audition will consist of the following: 
  
1. Vocal commands 
  
2. Conducting the Star Spangled Banner 
  
3. Interview with Director of Bands/Band Parent/Outgoing Student Leadership 
  
BAND CAPTAINS (BRASS, WOODWIND, & PERCUSSION) 
  
The Band Captains are responsible for all aspects of rehearsal and performance within their section 
of the SDHS Band. The Band Captains oversee the members of their section and are responsible for 
ensuring an effective rehearsal and performance atmosphere for all players. All Band Captains will 
work closely together to enhance the esprit de corps of the band. Band Captains will be responsible 
for planning and running sectionals on music and drill throughout the season as well as ensure that 
band members within their section know their music, routines, and drill. All sectionals and extra 
rehearsal time must be coordinated and approved by the director. All Band Captains are expected to 
arrive at least 10 minutes prior to the beginning of each rehearsal to ensure prompt start times, to 
assist younger members, and to meet with other student leadership. Band Captains should make 
sure all equipment is present and in working order for their section when the band performs or travels. 
  
Band Captain auditions will consist of the following: 
  
1. Performance of musical excerpt 
  
2. Demonstration of marching fundamentals 
  
3. Interview with Director of Bands/Band Parent/Outgoing Leadership 
  
BAND MANAGER 
  
The Band Manager is responsible for many of the logistical needs of the band. This person will 
ensure that all items needed for rehearsals are ready for the start of each rehearsal either by 
assigning season duties to band members or by completing the tasks themselves. The following 
items must be present at every outdoor rehearsal: water to coolers for individual water bottles, drill 
chips, long rangers with microphone (must be charged after each rehearsal), Dr. Beat, the podium, 
and any other required equipment . The band manager also assigns helpers to move pit equipment 

 
 



 
and any props for the halftime show. The band manager is also responsible for taking attendance 
during rehearsal and when the band travels. 
  
Consideration for the Band Manager position will consist of the following: 
  
1. Interview with the Director of Bands/Band Parent/Outgoing Leadership 
  
QUARTERMASTER 
  
The Quartermaster is the student leader that is responsible for making sure the band looks its 
absolute best when performing. This student leader will be in charge tracking, distributing, and 
maintaining all parts of the band uniform. The Quartermaster will assist in uniform fitting at the 
beginning of the season, preparing the uniforms for cleaning at the end of the season, and then 
storing them away for next year. Additionally, this student leader will ensure that uniforms are set out 
before other members arrive for performances and properly stored away at the conclusion. Lastly, the 
Quartermaster will perform an inspection of each member’s uniform before every performance, 
checking to make sure that there are no flaws or blemishes and that every member looks orderly. 
  
Consideration for the Quartermaster position will consist of the following: 
  
1. Interview with the Director of Bands/Band Parent/Outgoing Leadership 
  
PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER (PRO)/HISTORIAN 
  
The Public Relations Officer/Historian is the student leader that will be in charge managing the 
multiple forms of media regarding the band. This will include taking photos and videos of the band 
throughout the season, managing the band’s social media sites, producing a bi-annual newsletter, 
and writing brief articles regarding the band for certain school and local publications. Additionally, this 
student leader will also manage alumni relations and archive the history of the band in multiple forms. 
  
Consideration for the Public Relations Officer/Historian will consist of the following: 
  
1. Interview with the Director of Bands/Band Parent/Outgoing Leadership 
 
LIBRARIAN 
  
This student leader will be in charge of copying, preparing, distributing, cataloguing, and storing 
music within the CAK Band music library. This job is very important because this position is 
responsible for half of what we do as a band; perform music. This student leader will ensure that any 
and all music is prepared for distribution before any rehearsal that it is needed. The Librarian should 

 
 



 
have a working knowledge of the instrumentation of the band and be knowledgeable about instrument 
clefs, instrument keys, and transpositions. 
  
Consideration for the Librarian position will consist of the following: 
  
1. Interview with the Director of Bands/Band Parent/Outgoing Leadership 
  

REHEARSAL STRATEGY FOR DRUM MAJOR AND CAPTAINS 
  
HOW TO CONDUCT A SECTIONAL REHEARSAL 
  
Leading a sectional rehearsal is a critical part of a band captain’s job. The director and professional 
staff members rely on band captains to solve technical problems within their own sections. Efficient 
band captains make full rehearsals run smoothly, saving valuable time. 
  
FORMING REHEARSAL OBJECTIVES 
  
Generally, clear objectives evolve from cues the band director provides during rehearsal. For 
instance, the band director says, “we are still having trouble with this section, let’s take a look at it.” In 
cases like this, it is not hard to decide upon rehearsal objectives. Long or short-term goals can also 
help with objectives. Suppose one goal is to improve intonation. A suitable short-term objective may 
be to sustain one chord in a certain piece perfectly in tune. If your goal is to improve section 
technique, the objective for one rehearsal might be playing a two-octave scale twice in one breath. 
Rehearsal objectives should be something that can be accomplished in the time allotted. Include 
specific objectives such as tempo or marching and playing in time. Objectives may include conditions 
or specific circumstances: play while marching or play without music. 
  
PLANNING REHEARSAL 
  
A good rehearsal plan is one that enables the section to reach objectives rather than restricts 
progress. A well-constructed plan is flexible enough to meet rehearsal needs, but will maintain focus 
on objectives during rehearsal. Band captains may have to write out rehearsal plans until the 
procedure becomes so familiar that it happens naturally. 
  
• Budget rehearsal time. Budget rehearsal time or some objectives may be left incomplete. 
Open-ended rehearsals have an advantage in that work can continue until the passage is correct. A 
disadvantage is that without the discipline of a firm schedule, rehearsals may tend to wander or get 
bogged down, wasting time. 
  
• Section warm up. Allow five to ten minutes for warm-up, if necessary. If time permits, the warm-up 
period is the ideal time to drill on fundamentals, such as scales and flexibility studies. 

 
 



 
  
• Arrange objectives. The highest priority items, of course, will be the problems in which the band 
director has expressed the greatest interest. Other priorities might be arranged in order of scheduled 
performance or difficulty of preparation. 
  
• Arrange rehearsal order. After warming up, work on a problem that will be easily solved. This will 
vary with the time available and the urgency of the rehearsal, but it is a good practice. It allows the 
section to begin concentrating, and it instills confidence. Next, work on problems in order of priority. 
Rehearsals might get cut short, problems may exceed the time allotted for them, or players may 
become fatigued. In any event, getting the most difficult problems out of the way as soon as possible 
is good insurance. To finish rehearsal, play through a complete number or passage on which the 
section has done a good job. This will give players a feeling of accomplishment. If time is at a 
premium, end with this. 
  
Conducting the Rehearsal 
  
For a band captain to rehearse a group while playing may seem difficult at first, but will become 
easier and more effective with practice. Here are some principles to increase rehearsal effectiveness: 
  
Listen and Analyze. 
  
Form Objectives. 
  
Begin Problem Solving. 
  
Assign Individual Practice. 
  

  

 
 
 
 

 
 


